LOVE LARGE
by Joyce Johnson Rouse

There is a love so great I cannot get my words around it
It is bigger than the heavens and the seas
I do believe this love is growing ever stronger
But it needs a little help from you and me to

Love Large, larger than you have ever seen
Love Large, larger than you can even dream
If you believe in your heart of hearts
That love can change the world
We can learn to love ourselves and everybody else
And Love Large

Sometimes loving large means hanging on a little longer
Sometimes all it means is letting go
If you listen to the still small voice there in your heart
It will tell you all you need to know to

Love Large, larger than you have ever seen
Love Large, larger than you can even dream
If you believe in your heart of hearts
That love can change the world
We can learn to love ourselves and everybody else
And Love Large
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